
THE PALOMAR KNOT
The Palomar Knot is a general-purpose connection recommended in joining fishing line to swivels, snaps, 
hooks and artificial lures. The double wrap of line through the eyelet provides added knot strength. The 
Palomar Knot is easy to tie correctly, and consistently the strongest knot known to hold terminal tackle.

KNOT TYINGKNOT TYING

THE IMPROVED CLINCH KNOT
This is a variation of an older clinch knot. The secret of this knot is to make five turns of the tag end of the 
line around the standing end part before running the tag end back through the formed loop. Use for lines 
up to 20 pound test.

1.  Double over about 4” 
of line and pass the 
loop through the eye 
of the fishing hook.

2.  Let the fishing hook 
hang loose, and tie 
an overhand knot 
in the double line. 
Avoid twisting the  
lines and do NOT 
tighten the knot.

3.  Pull the loop end of 
the line far enough 
to pass it over the 
hook, swivel or 
lure. Make sure 
the loop passes 
completely over the 
attachment.

4.  Pull both the 
tag end and the 
standing line until 
the knot is snug. 
Clip tag end.

1.  Pass the line through the eye of hook, swivel 
or lure. Double back and make 5 turns around 
the standing line. Thread the end of the line 
through the first loop above the eye, then 
through the big loop as shown.

2.  Hold the tag end and standing line while coils 
are pulled up. Take care that coils are in spiral, 
not lapping over each other. Slide tight against 
the eye. Clip tag end.
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THE DOUBLE CLINCH KNOT
The Double Clinch Knot is a strong, reliable connection that resists slippage and premature failures. This 
knot can be used in joining fishing line to swivels, snaps, hooks and artificial lures. The knot’s unique double 
wrap design and ease of tying consistently yields a strong, dependable connection.

KNOT TYINGKNOT TYING  FOR ADVANCED ANGLERS

1.  Run the end of the line through eye of hook 
and lure and double back through the eye a 
second time.

2.  Loop around the standing part of the line 5 or 
6 times.

3.  Thread the tag end back betweek the eye and 
the coils as shown.

4. Pull up tight and trim the tag end.
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